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Most Viewed Post! 20,000 Units of Basic Materials! 

Zhou Zhou opened the Cerulean Planet Lord World Channel first. 

The World Channel was as lively as ever. A large number of Lords’ comments had been 
posted. 

“What the hell is the drop rate of this fog monster? Is it so difficult for me to get a piece 
of meat to eat?” 

“A Lord good in statistics has analyzed that the probability of monsters dropping flesh 
and blood after being killed is about 20 to 30%. In other words, a unit of flesh and blood 
would be dropped after killing five monsters on average. We can still eat meat if we 
work hard.” 

“This probability makes me vomit.” 

“It’s not easy to kill these fog monsters!” 

“I miss games on Cerulean Planet where one slash is 999 points off the enemy and 
equipment drops randomly.” 

“Big shots, please give me some meat, if that’s not possible, some wild fruits and 
vegetables would also be good. My subjects will eat me if I don’t have some food soon.” 

“Gosh, I suddenly remembered the strange way my five starving subjects looked at me 
just now…” 

“F*ck, brother, run! It’s fine if you don’t be a Lord! Staying alive is the most important 
thing! Don’t become someone else’s meal.” 

“Brothers, can you give me something to eat? This little sister here will send you a good 
photo.” 

“I don’t believe you unless you let me see it first!” 

… 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. He opened the Cerulean Planet Lord’s Marketplace. 

Indeed, there were very few food items on sale. Even if someone sold food, it would be 
instantly bought by another Lord. 



Currently, more than 80% of the transactions in the marketplace were basic materials 
like wood, metal, stone, and fine sand. 

Most of the items they wanted to buy were also food. 

Meat was naturally the best but wild fruits and vegetables were fine too. 

Zhou Zhou’s expression was strange. 

Due to the 100% drop rate, nearly 3,000 units of the Desert Fog Lizard’s flesh had 
dropped! Therefore, he never worried about food. 

He was even worried about them going bad if he were to leave it for too long. 

He did not expect the other Lords to be so miserable because they were lacking food. 

He suddenly had a bold idea thinking of this. 

He applied to initiate a deal and then began to set up the content. 

A moment later, the setup was completed. 

[Trade Name: Deal with the Lord of The Blazing Sun] 

[Trade Goods: 1,000 units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog Lizard 
meat.] 

[Trade Requirement: For every unit of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog 
Lizard meat, trade 20 units of basic materials. Each Lord can trade up to 10 units of 
Desert Fog Lizard flesh!] 

[Remarks: You can message me privately for a private transaction if you have a special 
treasure.] 

[Current Trading View Ranking: 4,212,124,514th!] 

It’s the early stages of the Lords’ development. That’s why meat is so valuable and the 
price of basic materials are so low. 

This would no longer be the case when the Lords develop in the future and it becomes 
easy to obtain food. 

I can use this opportunity to sell a large amount of meat at a high price and obtain a 
large number of basic materials! 

It can also increase the level of my building! 



The more Zhou Zhou thought about it, the brighter his eyes became. 

As for why each Lord could only buy 10 units of flesh from him, it was one of his 
schemes. 

He did not want the goods he sold to become fuel for growth for other Lords and then 
need to deal with them in the future. 

However, if he could trade at most 10 units of meat with one party, he would not have to 
worry too much about them becoming overpowered all of a sudden. 

In addition, logically speaking, he did not need to buy sand since he was in a desert 
territory. However, the sand in the desert was not suitable as building materials, so he 
still had to procure it. 

At the same time, Zhou Zhou’s deal had already been discovered by the other Lords in 
the marketplace. It was getting more popular by the second. 

This caused Zhou Zhou’s deal viewership ranking to soar at an astonishing speed! 

[Current Trading View Ranking: 3,554,629,999th!] 

[Current Trading View Ranking: 1,126,545,444th!] 

[Current Trading View Ranking: 18,556,663th!] 

… 

[Current Trading View Ranking: 1st!] 

Zhou Zhou’s deal had already appeared in the highest and most eye-catching position. 

The world channel was also discussing Zhou Zhou’s deal enthusiastically. 

“F*ck! A Lord is selling 1,000 units of meat!” 

“I’m dumbfounded. Who is this Big Boss Blazing Sun Desert? Where did he get 1,000 
units of Desert Fog Lizard meat???” 

“According to the statistics Lord, this big shot should have killed at least 5,000 Black 
Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Desert Fog Lizards to be able to obtain so much ranked 
meat.” 

“Ridiculous!” 



“What’s this big brother’s Lord Talent??? Could he have a dragon army? Or a divine 
army?” 

“The Desert Fog Lizard is so cute… Alright, I won’t pretend anymore. I just bought two 
units and am preparing to braise them. I heard that not only does ranked flesh taste 
good, it can also strengthen one’s physique.” 

“Isn’t this price too ridiculous? One unit of meat costs 20 units of basic materials? The 
highest market price is only one for 10 units!” 

“As a former businessman, I can understand, but my limited resources make me 
reprimand such behavior!” 

“Profiteer!” 

“The meat on the Cerulean Planet is only used to fill one’s stomach. At this stage, not 
only can it fill one’s stomach, it can also improve one’s physical fitness. Does anyone 
really think that this meat is not worth it’s price?” 

A territory, in a certain wilderness area, stood a western-style building that looked 
luxurious and dignified other than the standard Lord’s wooden house and the 
Summoning Gate. 

At this moment, a young man in knight armor holding a knight’s spear but wearing 
modern gold-rimmed glasses stopped in front of the building frowning as he watched 
the commotion with Zhou Zhou’s deal. 

“1,000 units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade meat…” 

“It’s impossible to obtain so much monster meat in a day even if I turn all five of my 
subjects into Combat Spirit Knights.” 

“How did he do it? Could it be that he has a large-scale lethal weapon?” He was 
puzzled. 

This person’s name was Zhang Zhi, the owner of Knight Hall, the Diamond-Tier Lord 
Talent. 

He was a top student who studied abroad when he was on the Cerulean Planet. 

He, who yearned for the prosperity of a foreign country, had originally planned to give 
up on returning to China to stay overseas. 

Who would have thought that in the blink of an eye, he came to the High Continent with 
billions of Earthlings and became a Lord. 



He was immediately overjoyed after discovering that his Lord’s talent was quite good 
and felt that he could actually do something here! 

Until he saw a Lord whom he suspected to be stronger than him. This made him very 
unhappy. 

“It’s just a moment of glory. One day, I will lead my army of knights to suppress your 
territory and find out your secret!” Zhang Zhi’s expression turned cold. 

… 

The Blazing Sun City, in the Lord’s wooden house. 

Zhou Zhou had been watching the Marketplace and the World Channel. 

Therefore, he had also seen the discussion between the Lords. 

He would watch with a natural expression for normal discussions and ignore personal 
attacks. 

At that moment, a golden notification appeared. 

[Your private message box is full. Please clear it in time!] 

[Current number of private messages: 100 million!] 

[Your friend request is full. Please clear it in time!] 

[Current number of friend requests: 100 million!] 

100 million?? 

Zhou Zhou’s scalp went numb. 

He opened his friend list and closed all the friend request functions without even looking 
at the request. 

Then, he filtered through the system and eliminated most of the worthless harassment 
private messages, leaving only a few hundred private messages that wanted to make a 
real deal. 

The notifications finally quietened down. He heaved a sigh of relief and slowly read the 
private messages. 



Two minutes later, Zhou Zhou looked at his trading platform again and realized that the 
1,000 units of flesh had been sold out, allowing him to obtain a large amount of 
resources. 

The concrete results are as follows: 

4,800 units of wood, 7,000 units of fine sand, 3,400 units of metal, 6,800 units of stones. 

“20,000 units of basic materials!” 

“At this time, the basic materials are really easy to obtain!” 

Zhou Zhou was pleasantly surprised. 

Then, he ignored the rest of the private messages and walked out of the Lord’s wooden 
house. 

He looked up at the building in front of him. 

With a thought, a line of text appeared. 

[Do you want to upgrade the Lord’s wooden house?] 

“Yes!” Zhou Zhou said. 

A text notification appeared the next moment. 

The upgrade has begun. 

… 

 


